
Filip Radovic
Nøddesti 27, Frederiksværk 3300
(+45)28962092
filiprado97@gmail.com

Objective:
Highly skilled translator with expertise in machine translation post-editing, technical translation, and
marketing/fashion. Experienced in utilizing CAT tools and delivering accurate and culturally
appropriate translations. Seeking a translation position to contribute language proficiency and
exceptional translation skills.

Recent Work Experience:

Translator
RWS Group
Since 15. Feb. 2023

● Translated a variety of technical materials, including legal, technical, medical, business,
marketing, and academic documents.

● Edited and proofread content to ensure error-free output.
● Developed and executed content marketing strategies aligned with the company's goals and

objectives.
● Wrote long-form thought leadership and short-form promotional materials.
● Conducted SEO analysis and keyword research to optimize content for search engines.
● Created and managed social media content calendars.
● Collaborated with the design team to develop creative assets for marketing campaigns.
● Analyzed and reported on the effectiveness of marketing campaigns.
● Maintained a fast working pace and delivered work within tight deadlines.

Freelance Translator (Beauty/Fashion)
RWS Group - Motiva
1. May 2023

● Translated a variety of content for Motiva, a beauty brand specializing in implants and
promoting beauty.

● Collaborated with the marketing team to ensure accurate and culturally appropriate
translations for their Social Media (SoMe) campaign.

● Adapted translations to resonate with the target audience and maintain the brand's voice and
style.

● Translated promotional materials, product descriptions, and other marketing content to
effectively communicate the brand's message.

Translation Specialist (Machine Translation Post-Editing)
RWS Group - Renault & Philips Consumer Electronics
19. May 2023 (Renault) & 7. Jul. 2023 (Philips)

● Post-edited machine-translated content for renowned companies such as Philips Consumer
Electronics and Renault, ensuring accurate, fluent, and culturally appropriate translations.

● Utilized SDL Trados to streamline workflows, maintain consistency, and enhance translation
quality.

● Collaborated with a team of translators and proofreaders to ensure linguistic excellence and
adherence to project deadlines.
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● Translated technical documents, user manuals, and specifications related to the automotive
industry for companies such as Renault.

Legalisering (subsidiary to Diction)
Legal Translation
6. Jul. 2023

● Undertook legal translation projects, translating legal documents, contracts, agreements, and
other legal materials.

● Ensured accuracy and precision in legal terminology and concepts.
● Collaborated with legal professionals to ensure compliance with legal requirements.

Technical Translator
RWS Group - Philips Consumer Electronics
7. Jul. 2023

● Translated technical documents, user manuals, and specifications related to the consumer
electronics industry for companies such as Philips Consumer Electronics.

● Conducted extensive research to ensure accurate and industry-specific terminology usage.
● Worked closely with subject matter experts to understand complex technical concepts and

deliver precise translations.

Bard Project (Google)
RWS Group - Google
Ongoing Project

● Contributed as a Danish translator in the Bard project, a pioneering AI project at Google.
● Collaborated with a team of language experts and developers to improve machine translation

systems.
● Leveraged linguistic expertise to enhance the accuracy and quality of machine-translated

content.
● Stayed up-to-date with cutting-edge technologies and advancements in machine translation.

Translation Specialist
LinkedIn Corporation
17. Jul. 2023 - 21. Jul. 2023 (Ongoing Project)

● I have performed comprehensive reviews and translations of various professional documents,
articles, and resources from English to Danish for LinkedIn's platform interface, contributing to
seamless communication and interaction for international users.

● Operated in a high-pressure, dynamic environment, I have been responsible for translating
and proofreading large volumes of content within strict timelines.

● Engaged collaboratively with LinkedIn's global teams to identify and incorporate best
practices for translation and localization, leading to significant enhancements in the overall
user experience for non-English speakers.

● Conducted thorough quality assurance checks to verify the accuracy and consistency of
translations between English and Danish.

● Applied CAT tools to boost efficiency and precision in my translation tasks.
● Utilized my deep understanding of diverse cultural nuances to deliver translations that are not

only technically accurate but also culturally sensitive and relatable for Danish users.



Skills:

● Machine Translation Post-Editing
● Technical Translation
● Marketing/Fashion/E-commerce Translation
● SDL Trados and other CAT tools
● Content Marketing Strategy
● SEO Analysis and Keyword Research
● Social Media Management
● Proofreading and Editing
● Time Management

I confirm that I am a Danish native speaker.


